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a b s t r a c t
We consider the p-permutation KS2p-modules for p = char K an odd prime. For each
such module we determine whether it possesses a Specht filtration, and also whether it
possesses a dual Specht filtration. Some of those modules are shown to have one of the
above filtrations and not the other, some to have both, and some none. When the vertex of
the module is generated by p-cycles we give a detailed proof. The other case is stated, and
covered in the author’s thesis. Lastly we extend our results to the p-permutation modules
whose vertex is a subgroup of S2p for other symmetric groups.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Let G be a finite group and let K be a field. One defines a permutationmodule to be any inducedmodule of the form KHG for
a subgroup H of G. In the case K has prime characteristic p one calls an indecomposable summand of a permutation module
a p-permutation module. For G = Sn these p-permutation modules form an important class of KSn-modules. In particular
they play a big role in the construction of Schur Algebras. For a fixed n the number of their isomorphism classes is known to
be finite, and so a classification is feasible. This is not the case with indecomposable KSn-modules in general: for n greater
than 2p− 1 there exist infinitely many of those up to isomorphism.
Spechtmodules for symmetric groups are defined as follows: letH be equal to Sλ, a Young subgroupof Sn. The permutation
moduleKHSn is labelledMλ. It has an explicitly defined submodule Sλ (see [1] 7.1.3 for a precise definition),which is known as
the Specht module corresponding to λ. Every Specht module is defined over the integers and thus has an ordinary character.
Every simple KSn-module occurs as a quotient of some Specht module (see [1] 7.1.14), and this holds over a field of any
characteristic.
The p-permutation modules that occur as summands of the Mλ are called Young modules. There exists (see [1] 7.1.3) a
unique indecomposable summand ofMλ with the property that Sλ is a submodule, andwe denote this summand Y λ. Letting
λ andµ be partitions of nwe have Y λ isomorphic to Yµ if and only if λ = µ (see [2] and also see [3] for a different approach).
Youngmodules are known to have a filtration by SpechtKSn-modules (see [4]). They are known to be self-dual (see [2] or [3]),
so that they also have a filtration by duals of Specht KSn-modules. In [5] the filtrationmultiplicities are determined for p ≥ 5.
It is therefore natural to ask the following question with regard to all p-permutation modules:
Question 1.1. Under what conditions does a p-permutation KSn-module possess a filtration by Specht KSn-modules, and under
what conditions does it possess a filtration by dual Specht KSn-modules?
A weaker form of this question was asked by Hemmer (see [6] Problem 8.2):
Question 1.2. Is it true that every p-permutation KSn-module possesses either a filtration by Specht modules or a filtration by
dual Specht modules?
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Consider the group Γ = S2p, the symmetric group on 2p points, where p is an odd prime. Let K be an algebraically closed
field of characteristic p. In this article we give the answer to Question 1.1 for the p-permutation KΓ -modules and answer
Hemmer’s Question 1.2 in the negative whilst doing so.
For any finite group G every indecomposable KG-module has a vertex (see [7] and also [8] Section 9). A vertex is a group-
theoretic invariant. It is known that a vertex of a module is a p-subgroup of G and that it is unique up to conjugacy of
p-subgroups. The group Γ has four conjugacy types of p-subgroup—one trivial, two cyclic and one non-cyclic.
We partition the class of p-permutation KSn-modules according to vertex. The p-permutationmodules with trivial vertex
are the indecomposable projectiveKΓ -modules. All suchmodules are Youngmodules, and thus by [4]we have both a Specht
filtration and a dual Specht filtration.1 This answersQuestion 1.1 for any p-permutationmodule forKSn that has trivial vertex.
In this article we show (see Corollary 3.2) that in the case the vertex is the non-cyclic Sylow p-subgroup (which we call
P), some p-permutation KΓ -modules have just the Specht filtration, some have just the dual Specht filtration, some have
both, and some none. Clearly this answers Hemmer’s Question 1.2.
In Section 3.2 we go on to discuss the cyclic vertex case: taking C to be the vertex generated by a single p-cycle we
show (see Lemma 3.7) that every p-permutation KΓ -module of vertex C has either a Specht filtration or a dual Specht
filtration. For the p-permutation KΓ -modules of cyclic vertex ∆(P) that is generated by a product of two p-cycles we
state (see Theorem 3.8) that exactly two p-permutation modules (the Scott module and its tensor product with the sign
representation) have both a Specht filtration and a dual Specht filtration, and the rest have neither. The proof, given in the
author’s thesis (see [9]) uses the construction, done by Paget in [10], of Specht filtrations for the Scott module and its tensor
product with the sign representation, and also the construction of the Loewy series of the p-permutation modules in [9], to
show that no Specht filtration exists for the other cases.
Finally in Section 3.3 we give a criterion in terms of module induction (see Theorem 3.9) for the p-permutation KSn-
modules, where n ≥ 2p+ 1, whose vertex is contained in S2p to possess a Specht filtration or a dual Specht filtration.
2. Background
In this section we express every p-permutation KΓ -module of vertex P as the non-projective part of some induced
module (see Corollary 2.5). This gives a labelling to the set of p-permutation KΓ -modules of vertex P , which allows us to
state our main results in Section 3.
2.1. The p-permutation modules for certain subgroups of Γ
If H is a subgroup of G containing a particular p-subgroup Q of G, then understanding the p-permutation KH-modules of
vertex Q can help us, by using the transitivity of module induction, to understand the p-permutation KG-modules of vertex
Q . Therefore we wish to look at the group algebras of certain subgroups of Γ and at their p-permutation modules:
The Young subgroup Sp × Sp. We define H to be the Young subgroup Sp × Sp and describe the p-permutation KH-modules
of vertex P . We adopt the following notation for the Specht KSp-modules and their outer tensor products:
Definition 2.1. • For 0 ≤ m ≤ p− 1 we denote the Specht KSp-module S(p−m,1m) by 〈m〉.
• We also denote the dual of a Specht KSp-module, (S(p−m,1m))∗ by 〈−m〉, for 1 ≤ m ≤ p− 1.• Finally, we let 〈l,m〉 denote the outer tensor product 〈l〉 ⊗ 〈m〉.
We show that all the p-permutation KH-modules of non-cyclic vertex can be expressed using this notation:
Lemma 2.2. The p-permutation KH-modules of non-cyclic vertex are precisely 〈l,m〉 where 2 − p ≤ l,m ≤ p − 1 and both l
and m are even.
Note that the labels where l orm are equal to 1− pmay be omitted since the module S(1p) is self-dual.
Proof. The p-permutation KH-modules of vertex P are precisely all the indecomposable summands of KPH of vertex P , up
to isomorphism. We take the trivial module KP and induce it along the chain P ≤ Sp × Cp ≤ H .
We first describe the p-permutation KSp-modules. By general weight one block theory (see [1] 6.3.9 and also [8] Chapter
17) it is known that 〈m〉 ∼= Ωm(K) for 2− p ≤ m ≤ p− 1. (HereΩ is the Heller operator, that is,Ω(M) is the kernel of the
projective cover of M , see [11], or [8] Chapter 20.) Since KCp as a KCp-module is uniserial of Loewy length p, we have that
Ω2(K) ∼= K for the trivial KCp-module K , and thatΩ(K) is not isomorphic to K .
Any KG-module is a p-permutation module if and only if it has a trivial source (see [7] and also [8] Section 9 for definition
of a source). It follows from Schanuel’s Lemma that if M has source U , then Ω(M) has source Ω(U). Therefore, the KSp-
module Ωm(K) has source Ωm(KCp) for any integer value of m. So the p-permutation KSp-modules of cyclic vertex Cp are
precisely the modules 〈m〉 (for 2− p ≤ m ≤ p− 1 andm even).
Next we induce the trivial KP-module to Sp × Cp: the factor Cp acts trivially on this induced module, and therefore also
on any of its summands. Therefore the p-permutation K(Sp × Cp)-modules of vertex P must be of the form 〈m〉 ⊗ K (for
2− p ≤ m ≤ p− 1 andm even). Inducing each of the modules 〈m〉 ⊗ K to H we get the result. 
1 For a KSn-moduleM we define a (dual) Specht filtration to be any filtration forM in which the subquotients are (duals of) Specht modules.
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Lemma 2.2 and the transitivity of induction show that each p-permutation KΓ -module of vertex P is a summand of some
induced module 〈r, s〉Γ , where r and s lie between 2− p and p− 1. However, it is possible that 〈r, s〉Γ may contain several
non-projective summands. Therefore we consider a bigger subgroup L of Γ , one containing H and the normaliser of P in Γ ,
so that we can exploit the Green correspondence (see [12] for the definition of the Green correspondence, or alternatively
see [8] Section 11) between the indecomposable KΓ -modules of vertex P and the indecomposable KL-modules of vertex P .
The subgroup Sp o S2. Let L be equal to Sp o S2, which is a subgroup of Γ containing H and NΓ (P). We recall (see [1] Ch. 4)
the restriction/induction relations between the Specht KH and KL-modules.
Lemma 2.3. The KL-module 〈r, s〉L is indecomposable for r 6= s and is a direct sum of two indecomposable modules, 〈r, r〉 ⊗ K
and 〈r, r〉 ⊗ Alt otherwise. Thus the p-permutation KL-modules of vertex P are precisely the modules 〈r, s〉L for r 6= s, and also
the modules 〈r, r〉 ⊗ K and 〈r, r〉 ⊗ Alt for r and s even.
Note: Here K and Alt are, respectively, the trivial and sign representations of the group 〈σ 〉 where σ is the element
Π
p
k=1(k p+k) of Sp o S2. Themodules 〈r, r〉⊗K and 〈r, r〉⊗Alt above are the inner tensor products of the K(Sp× Sp)-module〈r, r〉 lifted to Sp o S2 with, respectively, the trivial and the alternating K〈σ 〉-modules K and Alt .
Proof. See [1] 4.4.3. 
The following Lemma characterises the summands of the induced module other than the Green correspondent:
Lemma 2.4. For any indecomposable non-projective KL-module M the induced module MΓ is of the form g(M)⊕ P¯ , where g(M)
is the Green correspondent of M and P¯ is a projective KL-module.
Proof. Let P be the vertex ofM . We wish to find the setsX = {sPs−1 ∩ P|s ∈ Γ , s 6∈ L} and Y = {sPs−1 ∩ L|s ∈ Γ , s 6∈ L} of
vertices for the summands of the restricted or induced module other than the Green correspondent.
The group L = Sp o S2 consists precisely of all permutations which permute the two orbits of the action of any fixed
Young subgroup Sp× Sp on {1 · · · 2p}. Any element h 6∈ L neither preserves nor interchanges those two orbits. But the group
P ≤ Sp × Sp has the same two orbits when acting on {1 · · · 2p}. It follows that the intersection of hP with L is trivial for any
h, and soY = {1}. It follows thatX = {1} as well. We have thus shown that for any indecomposable KL-module U of vertex
P we haveΩ0(MΓ ) = g(M) (We writeΩ0(M) for the non-projective component of a moduleM). 
We deduce that the p-permutation KΓ -modules of vertex P are just the KL-modules described in the second part of
Lemma 2.3 induced to Γ with all the projective summands removed:
Corollary 2.5. The p-permutation KΓ -modules are precisely all the possible modules Ω0(VΓ ), where V equals either the KH-
module 〈r, s〉 for r, s even and r 6= s, or the KL-module 〈r, r〉⊗U, where r is even and U is the trivial or alternating KC2-module.
Note that this is equivalent to saying that any p-permutation KΓ -module is a summand of some 〈r, s〉Γ , where r and s
are even.
Proof. Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 give the p-permutation KL-modules of vertex P . Let V be one suchmodule: by Lemma 2.4 and the
one-to-one property of the Green correspondence there can be just one non-projective indecomposable summand of VΓ up
to isomorphism, and this summandmust be g(V ). This classifies the p-permutation KΓ -modules of vertex P , by transitivity
of induction. 
Corollary 2.5 gives a labelling for the p-permutation KΓ -modules of vertex P . Having expressed the p-permutation KΓ -
modules of vertex P in terms of induced modules, we turn to the main result of this paper—Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2.
Before stating those we describe a particular Green correspondence that is required for the proof of Theorem 3.1.
2.2. Weight one blocks: A Green correspondence
We exploit a further Green correspondence, that between the indecomposable modules of non-trivial vertex for the
group algebras K(Sp × Sp−1) and KS2p−1. In this subsection we describe the Green correspondent in K(Sp × Sk) of every
non-projective Specht KSp+k-module, for 0 ≤ k ≤ p − 1. We show that this correspondent is an outer tensor product
of a Specht KSp-module and a Specht KSk-module, and find those two Specht modules. Whilst it is possible to find this
correspondent using Morita equivalences, and especially Puig equivalences (see [13]), we do so using classical techniques:
the Green correspondence and the branching rules for Specht modules.
We observe that it can be shown that the partition dominance order becomes a total order when restricted to partitions
in any given weight one block. The proof of this fact is a straightforward argument using diagrams for partitions (see [14]
Theorem 4.3). This motivates the following definition:
Definition 2.6. Consider the set of all partitions of n of weight one with some fixed p-core. We give the label λ(j) to the
partition that is jth highest in the dominance order among the partitions in this set. We call the module Sλ(j) the jth Specht
module in the block. We call the 1st Specht module in the block the leading Specht module in the block.
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This definition motivates the main result of this subsection:
Lemma 2.7. Let λ¯ be a partition of l, where 1 ≤ l ≤ p− 1. For 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1 the module S(p−k,1k)⊗ S λ¯ is Green correspondent
to the module Sλ(k+1), which is the (k+ 1)th Specht module in the weight one block with core λ¯.
We will spend the rest of this subsection proving Lemma 2.7.
Using our knowledge of the structure of a weight one block (as mentioned in the proof of Lemma 2.2) it can be shown
that Sλ(j+1) ∼= Ω j(Sλ(1)) and therefore that (Sλ(j+1))∗ ∼= Ω−j(Sλ(1)), all for 1 ≤ j ≤ p−1. It is well known (see for instance [8]
Proposition 20.7) that the Green correspondence and the Heller operatorΩ commute. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that
the modules Sλ(1) and K ⊗ S λ¯, where λ¯ is the core of λ(1), are Green correspondent in order to prove Lemma 2.7.
We prove this. First of all, in the following (obvious) Lemmawe characterise the partitions that occur as indices of leading
Specht modules:
Lemma 2.8. Let Sλ be the leading Specht module in a weight one KSp+l-block. Then λ can be expressed as λ¯ + (p), where λ¯ ` l
is the core of λ.
Note that we add partitions by adding up their ith parts, for all i ∈ N>0.
Furthermore, we show that the Specht module branching rules (see [15]) preserve the leading Specht modules in weight
one blocks, modulo projective summands. Following these Branching rules we define, for any α ` n, the partition α + box
to be any legitimate partition whose diagram can be obtained from that of α by the means of adding a box.
Lemma 2.9. Let Sλ be the leading Specht module in some weight one KSp+l-block, for 0 ≤ l ≤ p− 2. Then Sλ+box is also such a
module, or is projective.
Proof. By Lemma 2.8 we have λ = λ¯+ (p). We wish to add a node to λ: four distinct cases arise. The node can be added (1)
at the end of the first row of λ, (2) at the end of the second row of λ in the case the first two parts of λ¯ are equal, (3) at the
end of the second row of λ in the case the first two parts of λ¯ are unequal, or (4) anywhere else.
Consider the weight of λ+ box in each of the cases, and consider also any removable p-hooks. It is easily seen (and left
to the reader) that in the first, third and fourth case the last p nodes in the first row of λ+ box form a removable p-hook. In
the second case λ + box is a weight zero partition: the last p nodes in the first row cannot be a part of a p-hook, and there
are at most p− 1 other nodes in the partition λ. 
From this we deduce:
Corollary 2.10. Let Sλ be as in Lemma 2.8. The induced module (Sλ)Sp+l+1 is a direct sum of the modules Sλ+box. The summands
are pairwise non-isomorphic and their labels go through every possibility of adding a box to λ.
Proof. From the Specht module Branching rules (see [15]) we deduce that there exists a filtration of (Sλ)Sp+l+1 by Specht
modules, with every Sλ+box present in the set of subquotients with multiplicity one. From Lemma 2.9 it follows that each
subquotient must lie in a distinct block. 
For the rest of this section we define the injection λ¯ 7→ λ from the set of weight zero partitions of l to the set of weight
one partitions of p+ l by λ = λ¯+ (p). Note that λ¯ is the p-core of λ. Now the groups Sp+l and Sp × Sl both contain a cyclic
subgroup of order p. Furthermore, the normaliser of Cp in both groups is the same. Therefore there is a Green correspondence
between the indecomposable modules for the two algebras of vertex Cp. Our aim is to prove that this correspondence takes
K ⊗ S λ¯ to Sλ. We define two branching graphs as follows:
Graph A. The vertices of A are labelled by the isomorphism classes of the modules K ⊗ S λ¯ for K(Sp × Sl), where λ¯ ` l is a
partition of weight zero and 0 ≤ l ≤ p− 1. No two vertices have the same label. There is an edge from K ⊗ S λ¯ to K ⊗ Sµ¯ if
and only if µ¯ = λ¯+ box.
Graph B. The vertices of B are labelled by the isomorphism classes of KSp+l-modules Sλ, where λ ` p+ l is a partition of
weight one that is of the form λ(1) for some weight one block. No two vertices have the same label. There is an edge from
Sλ to Sµ if and only if µ = λ+ box.
We list a few properties of the two graphs:
(1) Both graphs are directed, with a unique source. For A the source is K ⊗ K , and for B it is K .
(2) Given a vertex on either graph, there is a uniquely defined minimal length of a path between it and the source, and we
call this minimal length the distance. The distance of a vertex Sλ of graph B from the source equals |λ|minus p (where
|λ| is the order of the partition λ). The distance of a vertex K ⊗ S λ¯ of graph A from the source equals |λ¯|. Therefore the
distance of any vertex of A or B from the source is at most p− 1.
(3) Consider two vertices X1 and X2 such that the distance between each Xi and the source is the same. Then there can be at
most one vertex Y such that there is an edge X1 → Y and also an edge X2 → Y .
All of the properties are obvious, except perhaps the last one. It is equivalent to saying that if we take two distinct
partitions λ and ν of n, then there exists at most one partition µ ` n+ 1 such that λ+ box = µ = ν + box.
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Let λ be a partition of p+ l, for 0 ≤ l ≤ p− 2. Using Lemma 2.9 and Corollary 2.10 we observe that given a vertex Sλ of B
the non-projective summands of (Sλ)Sp+l+1 correspond to the labels of the vertices at the ends of the edges in B emanating
from Sλ. Using the Specht module Branching rules we see that given a vertex K ⊗ S λ¯ of A, the summands of (K ⊗ S λ¯)Sl+1
correspond to the vertices at the ends of the edges in A emanating from K ⊗ S λ¯.
To prove that the Green correspondence between K(Sp × Sl)-modules and KSp+l-modules of non-trivial vertex takes
K ⊗ S λ¯ to Sλ it is sufficient to find a graph isomorphism between graphs A and B such that the pairs under this isomorphism
are Green correspondent. In order to do this we state and prove:
Lemma 2.11. Let Sλ be the leading Specht module in a weight one KSp+l-block, for 0 ≤ l ≤ p−1. Then the Green correspondence
between KSp+l and K(Sp × Sl)-modules of non-trivial vertex takes Sλ to K ⊗ S λ¯, where λ¯ is the core of λ.
Proof. The proof is in several stages. We first show that the map taking the vertex with label Sλ to the vertex with label
K ⊗ S λ¯ is an isomorphism between the two graphs. We then show that the pairs under this isomorphism are the Green
correspondent pairs required by Lemma 2.7.
Locating the graph isomorphism. By its definition the map K ⊗ S λ¯ 7→ Sλ is a bijection from the set of vertices of A to that
of B. By Lemma 2.9, adding a box to λ = λ¯ + (p) gives either another partition of that form (that is, of the form λ(1) for
some weight one block), or a partition of weight zero. So for any µ of weight not equal to zero, µ = λ + box if and only if
µ = µ¯+ (p) and µ¯ = λ¯+ box. Therefore the bijection preserves edges, and is a graph isomorphism.
Green correspondents. We prove that g(K ⊗ Sλ) ∼= Sλ by induction on the distance l = |λ¯|. In the base case the pair under
the graph isomorphism consists of two copies of the trivial KSp-module (represented by the sources of A and B), which are
Green correspondent. Now suppose there exists l ≤ p− 2 such that for any partition λ ` l+ p the pairs under the bijection
K ⊗ S λ¯ 7→ Sλ are Green correspondent.
Consider some fixed λ = λ¯+ (p). Using the transitivity of induction and the properties of the Green correspondence, we
have:















By comparing the right- and left-hand sides of the last congruence we see that some module represented by a vertex at
the end of an edge emanating from Sλ is Green correspondent to somemodule represented by a vertex at the end of an edge
emanating from K⊗S λ¯. We go through the summands of the left-hand side andmatch them to summands of the right-hand
side. There are two possible cases depending on the partition µ¯.
Case 1. Suppose there exists a partition ν¯ of l such that µ¯ = ν¯ + box and ν¯ 6= λ¯. Then by property (3) of the graphs A and B
we know that K ⊗ Sµ¯ labels the unique vertex of the graph Awith the property that there is an edge to it from K ⊗ S λ¯ and
an edge to it from K ⊗ S ν¯ .
Consider the partitions λ and ν. By using property (3) again we see that Sµ is the unique vertex of the graph B with the
property that there is an edge to it from Sλ and an edge to it from Sν . Therefore it must be that K ⊗ Sµ¯ and Sµ are Green
correspondent.
Case 2. Suppose that for some partition µ¯ = λ¯+ box of l+ 1 there does not exist a partition ν¯ 6= λ¯ such that µ¯ = λ¯+ box.
This happens precisely in the case µ¯ is a rectangular partition (that is, one with all non-zero parts equal), so that λ¯must be
µ¯ with the node in the lower right corner removed. Note that given any partition α (with one exception which is covered
below) at most one rectangular partition can exist of the form α + box.
If µ¯ is a rectangular partition, then µ has a rectangular p-core. Furthermore, µ is the unique partition of the form
λ + box with this property. Consider the induced module (K ⊗ S λ¯)Sp×Sl+1 . Then K ⊗ Sµ¯ is its only summand that has a
rectangular indexing partition. Similarly, Sµ is the unique summand of (Sλ)Sp+l+1 such that the indexing partition has a
rectangular p-core. This means that Sµ and K ⊗ Sµ¯ must be Green correspondent: if we put all the other summands into
Green correspondent pairs using Case 1 then these are the only ones left over.
The exception talked about two paragraphs above happens for λ¯ = (1). Adding a node to λ¯ we obtain the partitions
µ¯(1) = (2) and µ¯(2) = (12), both of which are rectangular. We treat this case separately. For any finite group G, Sylow
p-subgroup P of G, and subgroup H of G containing NG(P), the trivial modules for KG and KH are Green correspondent. So
K⊗ S(2) is Green correspondent to S(p+2). Therefore K⊗ S(12)must be Green correspondent to S(p+1,1). Once again the Green
correspondent pairs are the pairs under the bijection.
This proves the Lemma. 
From this the proof of Lemma 2.7 follows, as mentioned in the discussion following Lemma 2.7.
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3. Specht filtrations
3.1. The result for the vertex P case
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Let p ≥ 5. Then any non-projective summand of the induced module 〈r, s〉Γ (for 2− p ≤ r, s ≤ p− 1) has:
• A Specht filtration if and only if r and s are both non-negative.
• A dual Specht filtration if and only if neither r nor s belongs to the set {1, 2, . . . , p− 2}.
From this we infer the central result of this paper. Let M be a p-permutation KΓ -module of vertex P . In Corollary 2.5
we show that M is of the form Ω0(VΓ ) where V equals one of the modules 〈r, s〉L for r 6= s, or one of 〈r, r〉 ⊗ U where
U ∈ {K , Alt}: in both cases 2− p ≤ r, s ≤ p− 1. Now we deduce:
Corollary 3.2. Let p ≥ 5. Let M be a p-permutation KΓ -module of vertex P (as characterised in Corollary 2.5). Then M has:
• A Specht and a dual Specht filtration if and only if r, s ∈ {0, p− 1}.
• A Specht and no dual Specht filtration for all values of r and s such that 0 ≤ r, s ≤ p− 1 and at least one of r and s does not
belong to {0, p− 1}.
• A dual Specht and no Specht filtration for all values of r and s such that r, s ∈ {2 − p, 3 − p, . . . , 0} ∪ {p − 1} and at least
one of r and s does not belong to {0, p− 1}.
Proof. From Lemma 2.3 it is clear that the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 covers the conditions of the Corollary. 
Note that this answers Question 1.2 of Hemmer in the first section. In fact, Corollary 3.2 shows that, for p ≥ 5, just
under half of all the p-permutation KS2p-modules of vertex P have neither a Specht nor a dual Specht filtration. Note that the
p-permutation modules of vertex P that possess both a Specht and a dual Specht filtration are precisely the signed Young
modules, as defined by Donkin in [4].
We prove the Theorem. A theorem of James and Peel allows us to show that, for r and s non-negative, a Specht filtration
of 〈r, s〉Γ exists.
Theorem 3.3. Consider the Specht module Sµ for Sm and the Specht module Sν for Sn. Then the induced module (Sµ ⊗ Sν)Sm+n
has a Specht filtration.2
Proof. Theorem 5.5 in [16] asserts that any skew representation (which is also defined in [16]) has a Specht filtration. It can
be seen that anymodule of the form (Sµ⊗Sν)Sm+n is isomorphic to the skew representation Sα\β , where β = (bs), for b = ν1
and s equal to the number of non-zero parts of µ, and α has diagram:
[β] [µ]
[ν]
which gives the result. 
Next we state a Theorem that is the consequence of the work of Hemmer and Nakano in [5].
Theorem 3.4. Let M be a KSn-module, where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic at least 5. Then M has a Specht
filtration if and only if every direct summand of M does.
Proof. SupposeM has a Specht filtration. In [5] Theorem 3.6.2 it is stated that a KSn-module N has a Specht filtration if and
only if
Ext1(G(N ⊗ Alt),∇(λ)) = 0
for all λ ` n, where G is the adjoint of the Schur functor and ∇(λ) is the costandard module corresponding to the partition
λ. (We refer the reader to [17] for general theory of Schur algebras). By applying the functor G followed by the functor
Ext1(−,∇(λ)) to short exact sequences, and then applying [5] Theorem 3.6.2 in reverse we deduce the result. 
Using Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 2.7 we prove the following Lemma, that gives the converse to Theorem 3.3 and proves
Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.5. Let p ≥ 5.
• Let M equal the KΓ -module 〈r, s〉Γ , where r 6= s and one of r or s is negative. Then M does not possess a Specht filtration.
• The same holds if M equals the KΓ -module (〈r, r〉⊗U)Γ where r is negative and U is the trivial or alternating K〈σ 〉-module.
2 We can saymore here: given any Specht KSm+n-module, themultiplicity of its isomorphism type among the set of subquotients of this Specht filtration
equals the multiplicity of the same Specht module among the set of components in the decomposition of (Sµ ⊗ Sν)Sm+n over characteristic zero (which is
given by the Littlewood–Richardson rule). Furthermore, in the case p ≥ 5, a result in [5] states that no module for a group algebra of a symmetric group
over a field of characteristic p can have two distinct (that is, with different subquotients up to isomorphism) Specht filtrations.
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Proof. Suppose that one of r and s is negative. Consider first the case r 6= s. Suppose that we find a summand of the
restriction 〈r, s〉Γ S2p−1 that has no Specht filtration. Theorem 3.4 would then imply that 〈r, s〉Γ S2p−1 itself has no Specht
filtration. The contrapositive of the Branching rules would now imply that 〈r, s〉Γ has no Specht filtration.
We look for such a summand. Using the Mackey Theorem:
〈r, s〉Γ S2p−1 ∼= 〈r, s〉
S2p−1
Sp×Sp−1 ⊕ 〈r, s〉
S2p−1
Sp−1×Sp .
Without loss of generality we suppose that r is negative. Consider the restriction of 〈r, s〉 to Sp×Sp−1. By the Branching rules
and the fact KSp−1 is semisimple, 〈r, s〉Sp×Sp−1 is isomorphic to:
〈r〉 ⊗ S(p−|s|,1|s|−1) ⊕ 〈r〉 ⊗ S(p−|s|−1,1|s|) 1 ≤ |s| ≤ p− 2
〈r〉 ⊗ S(p−1) s = 0
〈r〉 ⊗ S(1p−1) s = p− 1.
Note that for s negative the dual signs on KSp−1-modules are removed as any KSp−1-module is self-dual.
From Lemma 2.7 we know that under the Green correspondence between the modules of non-trivial vertex for KS2p−1
and K(Sp× Sp−1) any Specht module for the former corresponds to an outer tensor product of Specht modules for the latter.
Using the explicit construction of those Green correspondent pairs in Lemma 2.7 we see that the module 〈r〉 ⊗ S(p−s,1s−1)
induced to S2p−1 has a unique non-projective summand isomorphic to the dual of the |r|th Spechtmodule in theKS2p−1-block
with core (p− s, 1s−1). This non-projective summand clearly has no Specht filtration (as being negative, r does not equal 0
or p− 1, and so the rth Specht module in any weight one block is not self-dual). We have therefore constructed a summand
of 〈r, s〉Γ S2p−1 that has no Spechtfiltration. This is what we said (in the second paragraph of this proof) was required to prove
the Theorem.
In the case s is negative we consider the restriction of 〈r, s〉 to Sp−1× Sp, with the same result. This gives Part (1). Part (2)
is now proved in an identical way, substituting 〈r, r〉 ⊗ U for U ∈ {K , Alt} in place of 〈r, s〉. 
Corollary 3.6. Let p ≥ 5. Then the modulesΩ0(〈r, s〉Γ ) for r or s negative, and alsoΩ0((〈r, r〉 ⊗ U)Γ ) for U ∈ {K , Alt} and r
negative possess no Specht filtration.
Proof. Suppose one of the abovemodules did possess a Specht filtration. Then, since projective KSnmodules always possess
a Specht and a dual Specht filtration (see [18] Theorem 1.2), the module 〈r, s〉Γ (or (〈r, r〉 ⊗ U)Γ ) must possess a Specht
filtration also—which contradicts Lemma 3.5. 
We now complete the proof of the Theorem:
Proof. (of Theorem 3.1). By properties of duality, 〈r, s〉Γ has a Specht filtration if and only if 〈−r,−s〉Γ has a dual Specht
filtration. We combine the result of Theorem 3.3 and of Lemma 3.5 to show 〈r, s〉Γ has a Specht filtration if and only
if r, s 6∈ {2 − p, 3 − p, . . . ,−1}. Taking duals we then deduce that 〈r, s〉Γ has a dual Specht filtration if and only if
r, s 6∈ {1, 2, . . . , p− 2}.
This proves the Theorem. 
The case p = 3. We show that Corollary 3.2 also holds for p = 3. The only choices for even r and s are 0 and 2. In [14]
Section 3.4 the Loewy structure of the corresponding p-permutation KS6-modules is found. We display it below: two of the
modules are simple
Ω0((〈0, 0〉 ⊗ K)S6) ∼= D(6,0) ∼= K and Ω0((〈2, 2〉 ⊗ K)S6) ∼= D(3,3) ∼= Alt
and the others have three Loewy layers. In the display below the direct sum in the ith row is isomorphic to the ith Loewy
layer of the module:
Ω0((〈0, 0〉 ⊗ Alt)S6) Ω0((〈2, 2〉 ⊗ Alt)S6) Ω0(〈0, 2〉S6)
D(5,1) D(3,2,1) D(4,1,1)
D(3,3) ⊕ D(6) D(3,3) ⊕ D(6) D(5,1) ⊕ D(3,2,1)
D(5,1) D(3,2,1) D(4,1,1).
Using the decomposition tables for KS6 where char K = 3 (given for instance in Appendix E of [1]) and the dimensions
of the Ext1-spaces between the principal block simple KS2p-modules (found by Martin in [19]), it can be easily verified that
all these have a Specht and a dual Specht filtration, thus giving the exact analogue of Corollary 3.2 in the case p = 3.
It is left to the reader to see that Theorem 3.1 also holds for p = 3.
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3.2. Other vertex types
In this section we consider the p-permutation modules for KΓ whose vertices are cyclic. First of all, we consider the
p-permutation modules of vertex conjugate to C = 〈(1 2 · · · p)〉. The answer in this case is a straightforward consequence
of the branching rules and Theorem 3.4. We state it:
Lemma 3.7. Any p-permutation module of vertex C has either a Specht or a dual Specht filtration. The ones to possess both are
precisely the signed Young modules.
Proof. Consider the chain C ≤ S2p−1 ≤ Γ . Then every p-permutation KΓ -module of vertex C is a summand of some p-
permutation KS2p−1-moduleW induced to Γ . The p-permutation KS2p−1-modules of vertex C are all Specht modules and/or
their duals (this follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.7).
For p ≥ 5 we show that W is a Specht module if and only if any summand of WΓ of vertex C has a Specht filtration.
One direction is clear by Specht module branching rules and Theorem 3.4. For the other direction we consider the Mackey
theorem,
WΓ S2p−1 ∼= W ⊕WS2p−2 S2p−1 .
IfWΓ has a Specht filtration, then so doesWΓ S2p−1 , by the Branching rules. Therefore, by using Theorem 3.4, so mustW .
It is left to the reader to verify the (straightforward) fact that the set of the non-projective summands of every module
induced from a self-dual Specht KS2p−1-module is precisely the set of signed Young modules of vertex C for KΓ . Since any
Specht KS2p−1-module with a dual Specht filtration must be self-dual, this proves the Lemma for p ≥ 5. We also leave it to
the reader to cover the case p = 3. By working directly with restriction and induction to avoid using Theorem 3.4, one gets
an identical result to that for higher values of p. 
For vertex∆(P) the situation is much less clear. Paget (see [10]) does show that the Scott module (see [20] for definition
of a Scott module) in this case has a Specht filtration (and, being self-dual, a dual Specht filtration as well), as does its tensor
product with Alt . However it was not previously known whether any other KΓ -modules of this vertex possessed a Specht
and/or a dual Specht filtration. In the author’s thesis ([9] Lemma3.9.3) the following result is proved: herewe state itwithout
proof:
Theorem 3.8. The only p-permutation KΓ modules of vertex ∆(P) to possess either a Specht or a dual Specht filtration are the
Scott module and its tensor product with Alt.
The proof finds the Loewy series for the p-permutation modules in question, and then uses combinatorics to show that
a Specht filtration or a dual Specht filtration are impossible.
As an example we give below the diagrams of the Loewy structure of the p-permutation KΓ -modules in the case p = 3.
(These were constructed in [14] Section 3.4). Using the decomposition tables together with the dimensions of the Ext1-
spaces as above, it can be observed that the two p-permutation modules on the left have a Specht filtration, whereas the
two modules on the right cannot have one, and that all four modules are self-dual.
D(6,0) D(3,3) D(5,1) D(3,2,1)
D(3,2,1) D(5,1) D(3,3) ⊕ D(4,1,1) D(6,0) ⊕ D(4,1,1)
D(6,0) D(3,3) D(5,1) D(3,2,1).
3.3. Relating KS2p and KSn, for n ≥ 2p+ 1.
Consider a p-permutation module in any KSn-block of weight at least two, whose vertex is a subgroup of S2p. The reader
may (with reason) wonder whether an analogue of Corollary 3.2 holds in this case. We show that it does. Consider an
arbitrary p-permutation KSn-module N of vertex Q . Let Γ be the minimal group Sn containing Q . Then by transitivity of
induction theremust be an indecomposable KΓ -moduleM of vertexQ such thatN|MSn . Using the Spechtmodule branching
rules and Theorem 3.4 we can deduce that ifM has a (dual) Specht filtration, then so does N .
We claim thatM|NΓ . By the Mackey Theorem,
M|MSnΓ ∼= ⊕MΓ∩Γ hΓ
where the sum is over all double coset representatives h of (Γ ,Γ ) in Sn. Each of the subgroups Γ ∩ Γ h is isomorphic to
some subgroup Sm of Γ . By the minimality of the index of Γ , the moduleMΓ∩Γ hΓ could have a summand of vertex Q if and
only if h ∈ Γ , that is to say if and only ifMΓ∩Γ hΓ ∼= M .
Now K |NQ , so NΓ must have at least one summand that is not projective, and does not have vertex properly contained
in Q . Therefore there must be a summand of vertex Q , and this has to be isomorphic toM . This proves the claim.
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Nowwe use the Spechtmodule Branching rules and Theorem 3.4 to deduce that wheneverM has a Specht filtration, then
so does N .
We have proved:
Theorem 3.9. Let N be a p-permutation KSn-module of vertex Q , for p ≥ 5. Then N has a (dual) Specht filtration if and only
if any module M for the group algebra of the minimal symmetric group containing Q , such that M satisfies N|MSn , has a (dual)
Specht filtration.
For Q equal to P or ∆(P) we have Γ = S2p as before. For Q equal to C we have Γ = Sp. Then given a p-permutation
KSn-module N of vertex P , ∆(P) or C we can tell, from the knowledge of some KΓ -module M such that N|MSn , whether N
has a Specht filtration and/or a dual Specht filtration.
The author has found further characterisation of such N , using mainly the work of Scopes (see [21]).
For p = 3 the analogue to Theorem 3.9 is not known, but it is believed by the author that the same criteria for possession
of a Specht filtration hold.
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